The meeting was co-chaired by MAG Members Peace Oliver Amuge and Lito Ibarra, with support from the Secretariat. The following participated: MAG Member Chris Buckridge; and former MAG Members June Parris and Juan Fernandez.

1. Final Version of IGF 2023 Workshop Form

- The IGF 2023 workshop form prepared by the Group had been conditionally approved during the face-to-face MAG meeting in Vienna (8-10 March). The Group considered the newly revised form, now including the comments made by MAG colleagues in Vienna.

  **Actions**
  
  ➔ It was agreed that a note would be added to the “Civil Society” stakeholder group to specify that it is inclusive of the academic community.
  
  ➔ So as to ensure that the topics added under the eight agreed themes are not prescriptive, it was suggested to change “Selectable Topics” to “Possible” or “Potential” topics.
  
  ➔ It was agreed that the section on Policy Questions would be made clearer with an explanation of what they are and previous good examples of these.
  
  ➔ It was agreed that proposers would be asked to conceptually link their Policy Questions to the Expected Outcomes.
  
  ➔ All Group Members having agreed these modifications, it was decided the form would be shared within the day or following day on the MAG list for the membership’s final approval.